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Tackling industrial meat: 
Understanding public attitudes, concerning 
issues and impactful solutions

Quantitative Insight Report

Brazil, France, Germany, UK and USA

Prepared by Northstar for Madre Brava



Methodology
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• This research was conducted in five key meat markets: the US, the UK, Germany, 

France and Brazil.

• The total sample size was 7,508 adults: ~1,504 in each market and is nationally 

representative. 

• Fieldwork was undertaken between 26th September and 11th November 2022. The 

survey was carried out online. 

• The figures are representative of adults (aged 18+) in each market.



Meat consumption 
habits and attitudes
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% who eat meat 

(carnivore/ omnivores)

% mostly avoid eating meat 

(flexitarian)

% who do not eat meat 

(pescatarian, vegetarian, vegan)

Meat consumption is high in all markets – 3 in 4 people are carnivores.

But a significant minority are flexitarian – almost a third in Germany and a quarter in France.

4B1: How would you best describe your diet? Base: US (1502), UK (1500), DE (1502), FR (1500), BR(1504)

DE FR UK USA BR

7% 4%
9% 8%

4%

32%

22%
16% 15%

14%

60%

73% 74% 76%
81%

Smallest meat eaters Biggest meat eaters



% who intend to reduce meat 

consumption

Flexitarians are on the rise. Despite high consumption levels, meat eaters in all markets 
intend to cut down on meat in the next 2 years. 

This is highest in Germany and lowest in the US.
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DE FR UK BR USA

B4: How might your relationship with meat might change in the next 2 years? Base: US (1464), UK (1393), DE (1418), FR (1466) BR (1469)|

58%

49% 47%
42%

38%



People don't want to cut down on meat because it's necessary for health and it’s nice to eat.

6B5: What is it about meat that makes you most reluctant to cut down on current consumption? Base: US (1384), UK (1344), DE (1352), FR (1422) BR (1406)

34% 32% 17% 16%

It's necessary 

(eating meat has 

essential nutrients for 

our health)

It’s nice 

(eating meat is 

pleasurable)

It’s normal 

(most people eat meat; 

it’s available 

everywhere)

It’s natural

(humans have been 

doing it forever)

% stating reason for being 

reluctant to cut down meat 

consumption (globally)



% who know lots about 

alternative proteins

% who know a bit about 

alternative proteins

% who do not know anything 

about alternative proteins

There’s a lack of awareness around alternative proteins.

7B6. Have you ever heard of alternative proteins or meat substitutes? Base: US (1502), UK (1500), DE (1502), FR (1500), BR (1504)

UK DE USA BR FR

38% 39% 43%

57%
61%

50% 48% 43%

35%
34%

12% 13% 14%
8% 5%

Highest awareness Lowest awareness



% who regularly eat alternative 

proteins today

% who think they’ll regularly 

eat alternative proteins in the 

next 2 years

There’s little regular consumption of alternative proteins today. 
Intention of eating alternative proteins will double in France and triple in Brazil in two years, 
reaching 10-20% market share across all countries.
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B7. What’s your current relationship with alternative proteins? | B8: How regularly do you think you'll be eating alternative proteins, if at all, in 2 years' time? Base: US (1502), UK 

(1500), DE (1502), FR (1500), BR (1504)

USA UK DE BR FR

% increase 

(today vs. next 2 years) +45% +70% +78% +163% +100%

11% 10%
9% 8%

4%

16%
17%

16%

21%

8%

Highest consumption today Lowest consumption today
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USA UK DE FR BR

B9. Why do you think you will not be eating alternative proteins in 2 years' time? Base: US (508), UK (418), DE (410), FR (480), BR (234)

It doesn't taste as nice as meat

It's not as 'natural' as meat is

It's too expensive

It's not as nutritious as meat

I don't know where to buy it from

The main barrier to alternative proteins is taste, followed by the fact that it’s not seen as 
‘natural’ vs. meat, and thirdly price. Not knowing where to buy AP from is a big barrier in Brazil.

50% 56% 52% 44% 32%

36% 36% 39% 53% 23%

30% 29% 38% 20% 28%

19% 22% 19% 14% 12%

9% 10% 10% 15% 30%



Relative importance of 
different public concerns 
and priorities across 
markets
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Cost of living is the primary concern in all markets, especially in the UK.
Climate change is a secondary concern.
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The cost-of-living crisis/inflation

The visible effects of climate change

Current and future global conflicts/wars

A loss of trust in the government

Future pandemics

The possibility of a global recession

High levels of immigration

% ranked 1st (most concerning) USA UK DE FR BR

D1r: Below are a series of things that other people like you have told us they're concerned about.

Base: US (1461), UK (1481), DE (1468), FR (1469), BR(1486)

31% 43% 28% 28% 23%

11% 8% 14% 15% 10%

5% 7% 15% 17% 14%

12% 12% 10% 8% 10%

8% 4% 7% 5% 15%

7% 6% 6% 5% 7%

6% 5% 7% 6% 1%



Consumers are most concerned with financial security and personal health, less so about 
protecting the environment or animal welfare.
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Being financially secure

Keeping fit and healthy

Having a positive attitude

Protecting the environment

Protecting animal welfare

Being successful

Helping others before myself

Learning new skills

My faith/spirituality

C2. Which of the following things are most important to you? Base: US (1502), UK (1500), DE (1502), FR (1500) , BR (1504)

% selected in top 3 (most important) USA UK DE FR BR

44% 54% 58% 44% 43%

34% 46% 53% 48% 40%

38% 39% 38% 29% 26%

19% 25% 30% 39% 29%

15% 19% 27% 26% 20%

23% 16% 13% 28% 16%

23% 26% 14% 14% 19%

20% 18% 16% 15% 22%

30% 11% 9% 8% 37%



Levels of awareness, 
understanding and 
concern towards 
industrial meat 
production
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There is little awareness of industrial meat across markets, with higher awareness in Brazil.

14E2: How much do you know about industrial meat? Base: US (1502), UK (1500), DE (1502), FR (1500) , BR (1504)

% who know lots about 

industrial meat production

% who know a bit about 

industrial meat production

% who do not know anything 

industrial meat production

BR DE FR USA UK

42%

53%
59%

68%
74%

51%

40%
38%

24%

22%

7% 7% 4%
8%

3%

Highest awareness Lowest awareness



Industrial meat is currently not seen as a key cause of global warming, despite driving more 
emissions than all cars in the world.

1515E1. Which of the below are the biggest contributors towards global warming? Base: US (1404), UK (1457), DE (1454), FR (1482), BR (1488)

% ranked 1st (biggest contributor) USA UK DE FR BR

Fossil fuels (coal, oil and gas)

Deforestation

Cars

Overpopulation

Overuse of plastics

Aviation (airplanes)

Chemicals manufacturing

Overconsumption of goods

Industrial meat

Energy inefficient buildings

21% 28% 18% 18% 19%

12% 14% 19% 18% 33%

12% 8% 9% 8% 9%

9% 9% 10% 9% 4%

7% 9% 4% 10% 7%

3% 6% 11% 8% 2%

10% 5% 4% 5% 8%

4% 4% 5% 6% 2%

3% 3% 6% 3% 3%

4% 2% 1% 3% 2%

Biggest contributor Smallest contributor



But, when a definition* is provided, a majority of people in each market are at least somewhat 
concerned with the impact of industrial meat. 
Strong concern is higher in Brazil and Germany.
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DE BR FR UK USA

11% 11% 14%
8%

12%

29%
33%

22%

18%
19%

46% 41%

45%

52% 41%

10% 11% 16%
17%

18%

5% 4% 3% 6%
10%

E3.How concerned or unconcerned are you about the impact of industrial meat on the environment, people, and animals? Base: US (1502), UK (1500), DE 

(1502), FR (1500), BR (1504)

*The system of modern industrialized 

livestock farming for the global production, 

packing, preservation, and marketing of 
meat such as beef, pork and chicken.

% not at all concerned

% not very concerned

% somewhat concerned

% very concerned

% extremely concerned

86% 85% 82%
78%

72%
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